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Quality companies that aren’t about to roll over

2022 is proving to be a tough year for investors. The macro backdrop is incredibly uncertain,
inflation is soaring and central banks are raising interest rates and pulling liquidity. A structural
bear market seems to be under way.

“Companies with the strongest upwards revision and underperformance since the start of
the year are best positioned to outperform on such a backdrop,” notes Evercore’s Julian
Emanuel. Well one of our three is up 20 per cent, another is down 20 per cent and the
third is 10 per cent lower in 2022. We’re focused on the strongest upwards earnings
revisions over price momentum and these three are demonstrating they are not about to
roll over, even if valuations are stretched.

● Costco (US:COST) – an arch cost of living play, able to maintain and grow market
share and margins even as inflation rises and recession looms. A likely rise in fees
this year could be the catalyst for further momentum.

● FactSet Research Systems (US:FDS) – the go-to for US earnings estimates and a
broad range of market intelligence, which it supplies to various institutional clients.
A growing cloud business and more varied product mix means it’s able to drive
increased retention and expansion rates among existing clients, while also notching
up new business wins.

● W.J. Berkley (US:WRB) – an insurance business that is showing strong earnings
growth and price momentum. Premium growth is good and growing investment
earnings mean it could be one to watch as interest rates rise.

Analyst: Neil Wilson
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Costco (COST)

Source: Refinitiv

Costco is an arch cost of living play, able to maintain and grow market share and margins

even as inflation rises and recession looms. Pricing power, supplier relationships and

margin-boosting fee income are the key.

American consumer spending growth has recovered but is slowing

Net income for the last quarter came in at $1.299bn or $2.92 per diluted share versus

$951mn ($2.14 per diluted share) last year. Net sales for the quarter increased 16.1 per

cent, to $50.94bn, from $43.89bn last year. Ecommerce sales are growing by around

13 per cent.
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It’s been said a million times over, but we should still take a moment to stress just how

much pricing power and margin growth are important in an inflationary environment. And

it’s something Costco has. Over the past couple of quarters, Costco has given back about

a third of the core-on-core gross margin gains it had made over the past couple of years.

But gross margins are still, even on this tough core-on-core comparison, higher than they

were two years ago.

Chief financial officer (CFO) Richard Galanti explained the approach to inflation and the

impact on margins on the last earnings call: “Despite these inflationary pressures, we've

tried to hold [prices] where we can. Now, needless to say, you can't do that in its entirety,

but we've probably been a little later than others in terms of raising some things in our

view. We've worked with our suppliers to eat a little of it and we eat a little of it.

And I think that these margins, particularly given the sales strength and the operating

leverage, allow us to be ever more competitive and drive our business.”

Competitive advantage matters when you raise fees. Netflix (US:NFLX) knows that

pricing power is not infinite. But Costco does seem to be eyeing an increase in its

subscription fee later this year. Fee increases have happened about once every five years,

bringing this June into focus. “Stay tuned,” says Galanti. Costco's high customer loyalty

means it should be able to increase its membership fee easily. And fee income is pure

profit.

Inflation may be good for Costco, if it means more people are minded to shop around,

while its scale insulates it somewhat from cost input inflation. Costco’s ability to leverage

its supplier relationships is also important as it allows it to keep costs down. And in an

inflationary/stagflationary economic environment coupled with a bear market for stocks,

balance sheet strength is very important. Costco has over $12bn in cash and equivalents.

Costco has turned a few heads and is seen as a survivor that can grow even in a tough

macro environment. “With a defensive/staples-heavy sales mix and loyal member base,

we believe COST shares continue to hold significant fundamental appeal as a mega-cap

‘growth staple’,” says Baird analyst Peter Benedict. “Valuation is elevated, but COST’s P&L

should prove more durable than most retailers in the face of a more difficult spending

backdrop.”

Ok, so valuation is quite high for a company that’s not a disruptive tech stock (who wants

those right now anyway). COST trades on about 41 times earnings, versus about 30 times

for Walmart (US:WMT), 16 times for Target (US:TGT) and 25 times for Kroger (US:KR).

Amazon (US:AMZN), by comparison, trades at 55 times but does have the Amazon Web

Services (AWS) cloud computing business, so is hardly comparable. We note that among
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its peers, Costco’s valuation does look stretched, but its earnings per share (EPS) growth

is stronger than any company apart from Dollar Tree (US:DLTR) – a company Alpha

covered recently.  Costco earnings growth stands around 13 per cent versus -11 per cent

for Walmart and -19 per cent for Target. Kroger is about 9 per cent. Shares in Costco

have declined by around 11 per cent year-to-date (YTD), while Kroger is on 19 per cent.

StarMine models available from Refinitiv score it highly for price momentum and earnings

quality, but considerably lower on a valuation basis.

Costco is also very transparent, reporting monthly as well as quarterly sales figures. And

these latest figures show momentum is strong.  Total comparable sales for April came in

at 12.6 per cent, well above the 9.1 per cent consensus. US comparable sales excluding

fuel and currencies were 8.1 per cent versus an estimate of 7.7 per cent.

Bank of America stuck to its Buy rating and a $645 per share price target following the

numbers. “We maintain our Buy rating as we see COST as well-positioned given

continued sales momentum (including impressive traffic comps), strong price positioning

in a highly inflationary environment, and strong membership trends,” analysts at the bank

said.

Wells Fargo was also upbeat, saying the April data came in “strong as the company

continues to post impressive growth against difficult multi-year comparisons”.

“Strength remained broad-based across operating regions as well, with all beating

estimates and Canada posting a sequential acceleration. Product trends remained

broadly consistent, with ancillary continuing to lead, although consumables did slow

somewhat sequentially. Overall, we continue to come away impressed as COST manages

to maintain momentum and deliver impressive multi-year stacks. While the stock looks

expensive, we like its high-quality defensive characteristics and remain Overweight,”

Wells Fargo analyst Edward Kelly wrote in a note to clients.

A combination of robust revenue growth and a likely fee hike put Costco in a good

position to maintain earnings growth and see EPS upgrades. The question for investors is

whether the valuation is already pricing this into the stock.
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FactSet Research Systems (FDS)

Source: Refinitiv

Good earnings momentum is evident with this financial data and analytics company,

which many readers will be familiar with. FactSet, as it’s known, is the go-to for US

earnings estimates and a broad range of market intelligence, which it supplies to various

institutional clients.

Looking at raw fundamentals, EPS growth of 18 per cent stands above peers; comparing

favourably with 11 per cent for Thomson Reuters, -6 per cent for BlackRock, -11 per cent

for S&P Global and -16 per cent for Moody’s Corp.

Valuation may already be on the higher side at around 35 times the last 12 months’

earnings, compared with 28 times for Thomson Reuters, 28 times for Moody’s and 25

times for S&P Global. But, by contrast, arguably the closest competitor is Morningstar,

which trades at 58 times earnings, according to Refinitiv data. The StarMine models score

the company well for price momentum (82) and analyst revisions (95), and it rates highly

for multiple credit risk models. It scores less well for intrinsic valuation (17) and relative

valuation (22).
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Therefore, it’s highly rated already; however, we are still at this stage encouraged by the

earnings and price momentum exhibited by the stock, and the potential for upgrades.

FactSet got off to a solid start to the 2022 fiscal year, the company reported in December.

The quarter displayed the highest Q1 incremental annual subscription value (ASV) on

record.

Building on the momentum from Q4, the company grew organic ASV plus professional

services by 9 per cent year on year in Q1. Chief executive Philip Snow cited the strong

performance of the company’s sales and client-facing teams, which is helping to drive

increased retention and expansion rates among existing clients, while also notching up

new business wins.

Q2 earnings continued the trend as the company delivered quarterly earnings of $3.27

per share, beating estimates of around $2.96 per share. It also represented a very healthy

20 per cent growth on the $2.72 per share a year ago. Earnings outpaced top-line

growth, which is encouraging: revenues rose 10 per cent year on year to $431.1mn. This

in part reflected a rise in sales of research, advisory and analytics solutions.

A number of new tools, which it’s selling to both new and existing clients, have been an

important aspect of the revenue growth, and will remain so. This has led to increased

pricing power and new use cases, the latest investor letter from the Baron Focused

Growth Fund notes: “We expect further revenue and earnings growth in 2022 and

beyond, as well as improved cash flow, which the company will likely use for additional

acquisitions and share repurchases. FactSet’s prospects remain favourable due to its

large addressable market, consistent execution on both new product development and

financial results, and robust free cash flow,” the fund manager said.

The performance was sufficient for management to update their financial guidance for

FY2022. The company now anticipates adjusted earnings per share in the range of

$12.75 to $13.15, above the Street’s expected $12.55 per share – analyst estimates may

be revised higher to catch up. Management also expects FY revenues in a range of

$1.80bn to $1.83bn, well ahead of the estimated $1.74bn. In its last earnings call the

company also said it expects organic ASV growth of $130mn to $150mn, raising the

midpoint by more than 8 per cent from its initial 2022 guidance set in September of

$105mn to $135mn. “This represents an acceleration of our organic growth rate of 7 per

cent from fiscal 2021, reflecting our conviction in FactSet’s continued momentum,” said

chief financial officer Linda Huber.
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Last October, RBC Capital analyst Ashish Sabadra reiterated a Buy rating on the stock,

noting that offerings such as data-as-a-service, cloud migration, open architecture and

APIs were among the products helping to create new use cases and increasing adoption

rates among new clients.

It's not reinventing the wheel, but a shift to the cloud is another area that is paying off for

FactSet. As an example of this, the company has been able to grow the bottom line faster

than its top.  As a percentage of revenue, FactSet’s cost of sales was 365 basis points

lower than last year on a GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles) basis and 295

basis points lower on an adjusted basis. “This decrease was primarily due to lower

employee compensation as a percentage of revenue and lower technology-related

expenses as a percentage of revenue, including our ongoing shift to the public cloud,”

explained Huber.

One downside is the suspension of the share buyback programme, which is on hold for

the remainder of fiscal 2022 and at least until the second half of FY2023 as the company

seeks to reduce debt levels. The absence of buybacks in the current stock market

environment may prove problematic and should be considered as a headwind.

Nevertheless, based on coverage by six analysts, the Street has a moderate buy rating on

the stock, with an average price target of $453.50, implying a roughly 20 per cent upside

from where the stock was trading last.

W.J. Berkley (WRB)

Source: Refinitiv
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W.J. Berkley (US:WRB) is an insurance holding company based in the US with global

operations. It deals chiefly in commercial lines writing and property casualty insurance.

Not the most tremendously exciting of stocks, but it scores well and looks to be a reliable

source of growth despite its rather mundane appearance.

First, on EPS growth, the stock scores highly among peers at 11.3 per cent, versus 4 per

cent for Berkshire Hathaway (US:BRK.A), -34 per cent at Swiss Re (SW:SREN), -42 per

cent for US-based Travelers (US:TRV) and –11 per cent for Willis Towers Watson

(US:WTW). Only Arthur J Gallagher (US:AJG), which has also scored highly on our

screens, has stronger earnings momentum at present.

However, W.J. Berkley offers a more compelling valuation, at least on a price/earnings

multiple, trading at around 13.5 times trailing 12-month earnings, compared with 35

times at Gallagher. Swiss Re trades at 16 times and Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway

at close to 9 times, with other peers generally somewhere in the middle of that range.

However, on a price-to-book valuation, which is more commonly used for measuring

insurers, WRB trades around 2.75 versus around 1.3 on average for the sector. StarMine

models are very bullish, particularly around value and price momentum. Zacks also has

some very favourably scores on WRB.

So the fundamentals look strong, albeit the valuation is stretched already. Analysts are on

side too, with five buy and three hold ratings with an average price target of $74.63,

representing roughly 11 per cent upside from where the shares last traded. Price

momentum has been notably strong, with the stock up around 22 per cent this year

versus the broader decline in the S&P 500 of -17 per cent and -5 per cent for the SPDR

S&P Insurance ETF.

Reporting at the end of April, W.R. Berkley delivered quarterly EPS of $1.10 in Q1, up

around half from $0.72 in the year-ago quarter and easily surpassing the $0.92-a-share

estimate. It was a 20 per cent upside surprise to expectations and we should note that

WRB has beaten expectations over each of the past four quarters.

Net premium income rose 18 per cent to a record $2.4bn, chiefly on rate increases in

nearly every line of the business. Operating revenues rose by almost a quarter (23.8 per

cent) to $2.6bn, thanks to a combination of higher premiums and more investment

income.

WRB has been growing its insurance underwriting business and since 2006 has been

investing in start-ups to expand its footprint and stay on top of the market in terms of

competitive advantage. There is a growing contribution from the core insurance business
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(almost 88 per cent of 2021 premiums) – which predominantly writes commercial

business insurance in the US. This helps to offset some potential headwinds from a very

competitive reinsurance business (reinsurance is the practice of insurers taking on some

of other insurers’ risk portfolios, which helps to balance the market). Q2 saw net

premiums from the insurance segment increase 19.2 per cent.

Another plus is the potential for growth in investment income, which may not be fully

appreciated by the market. This area of the business has been lacklustre of late, but there

are signs it is improving and, with the Federal Reserve raising interest rates, should

continue to pick up momentum as fixed-maturity income will benefit from rising bond

yields. Investment income rose 9 per cent in Q2 2022.

Like all financials, expenses are a problem, but not necessarily a major headwind.

Operating expenses rose 17.3 per cent in the most recent quarter. But the balance sheet

is strong, and it remains in a good position to deploy capital via share buybacks and

dividends. Operating cash flow increased 53.6 per cent in the first quarter of 2022 and

the 0.5 per cent dividend yield is reasonable for the industry.

So while there are one or two headwinds and valuations are rather stretched, WRB still

looks as though it can maintain good earnings momentum and cash generation that can

deliver more upgrades.
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